Now, in Just 2 Days,You Can
Learn to Help People Quickly
Heal Emotionally Damaged Lives!
LIIFT brings quick healing for:

Abuse - Grief - Trauma - Stress
Dysfunctional Families & Relationships
Troubled Childhood - Troubled Kids & Teens
Self-Sabotaging Life Scripts and Issues of Success/Winning
Now you can discover the power of LIIFT for your life and your healing practice. You will learn
direct from the developer of the LIIFT healing process, Brian Eastman. In this two-day intensive
you will learn how to use the full power of LIIFT to help people heal. LIIFT is not a therapy. A
client never has to talk about what happened. The damage just gets healed fast. The LIIFT
process is simple enough that most students can begin healing others the day after the seminar.
Attending this LIIFT Seminar Makes You Eligible
to Become a Certified LIIFT Practitioner
This seminar is appropriate for:
- M.D.s, counselors, and therapists seeking additional techniques to use
- Healers, educators, trainers who want an additional skillset
- Clergy/church staff who want to be more help to parishioners in crisis
- Anyone who desires to help others heal, or wants to heal themselves

LIIFT Training Seminars - 2 Saturdays, 9 to 3
Fall 2019 Cincinnati or Springboro, OH (TBD) Oct. 5th and 12th
Spring 2020 in Cincinnati, Ohio March dates TBD
What professionals say about LIIFT healing:
“The ramifications for this work are mind expanding.
As a clinician, I am in awe!”
- Cecile Locke, M.D.
“LIIFT cuts the fluff out of healing. It’s the fastest way
to get from point A to point B. It has been so easy to
integrate into my other healing methods.”
- Joan Weaver, Reike Professional
“I have taken the training so I can offer LIIFT to my
coaching clients when I see they are particularly stuck.
- Donna Stothfang, Life Coach

Fees for LIIFT training:
Your investment to learn LIIFT is the $595 seminar
fee, plus $99 for additional materials you need to get
your LIIFT practice started. ($150 reserves your place.)
Credit cards, check, and Paypal accepted.
Optional LIIFT healing essential oils sold separately.
To enroll or ask questions contact Brian Eastman:
Brian.Eastman@LIIFT.info or (513) 724-HEAL (4325)
Private training sessions also
available in person and by Skype.

